
VOLLEYBALL @ HOME
GAME TIME 3:30PM

BACK TO SCHOOL NIGHT
@ 5:30PM
ACADEMIC
EXPECTATIONS/REAP
PARENT MEETING @
5:00PM
TITLE I PARENT
MEETING @ 5:30PM

VOLLEYBALL @ HOME
GAME TIME 3:30PM

SOS PARENT MEETING @
5:30PM

LOBOS LEAD STUDENT
AWARDS @ 8:00AM

MONDAY 8/29

TUESDAY 8/30

WEDNESDAY 8/31

THURSDAY 9/1

FRIDAY 9/2

Upcoming Events

AUGUST 22TH- AUGUST 26TH

   What an exciting week we had here at El Monte! This
week was a week of first time events. On Wednesday we
hosted our first ever Pastries with Parents. Families had
the opportunity to enjoy some yummy pan dulce with
one another. We also provided families with information
on the importance of attendance, school eligibility
requirements, and how to help prepare students for
success. There were over 40 families in attendance. We
look forward to our next one! 
   On Friday we hosted a club fair for the first time in
many years. The club fair showcased clubs being offered
to students and allowed for students to sign up during
lunch. Students were so excited to be able to sign up for
clubs that sparked their interests. Thank you to our club
advisors who spent their lunch time showcasing their
clubs. 
      Throughout the week the administration team
enjoyed walking classrooms and seeing the great work
being done. As we move into the fourth week of school
let's remember to continue to incorporate signature
strategies and provide our students with learning targets
and success criteria. Thank you team for always working
towards providing the GIFT for our students! Thank you
for educating minds, and inspiring futures every day!

Check out our photo gallery on page 6 and 7

Friday Focus
EL MONTE MIDDLE SCHOOL

#LOBOSLEADTHEWAYTOTHETOP

Sunsie Tumacder



College and Career 

#LOBOSLEADTHEWAYTOTHETOP

This week's college and career flyer highlighted UC Davis. Students learned about
the various offerings at UC Davis and were able to take a virtual tour of the campus.

Check out the flyer below!

#CONTINUETHECLIMB



As Suicide Prevention Month approaches we would like to invite El Monte Middle School
Parents and Guardians to Signs Of Suicide and Depression Parent meeting being Held on

September 1,2022. 

#CONTINUETHECLIMB

Social Emotional Wellness

#LOBOSLEADTHEWAYTOTHETOP

We continue to recruit more of our students to be part of the REAP program here at El Monte.
Next week there will be a REAP parent meeting before back to school night to discuss parent

requirements. This years event calendar will also be shared. 

REAP



#CONTINUETHECLIMB

Weight Lifting

Calisthenics

 
This week in PE our students focused on the importance of daily exercise and the benefits it

carries long term. Students this week performed two different types of exercises, Calisthenics
and Weight Lifting in their classes. Students learned the difference between the two types of

exercises and advantages that they both offer. 
 

Exercise and Learning in PE

#LOBOSLEADTHEWAYTOTHETOP

This week our Lobos LEAD team met for the first time this school year. We are excited to kick
off a new school year! Team responsibilities were reviewed and we reviewed outcomes from
last school year. We discussed how we can move forward this year to continue to improve. 

Students have already began earning positive behavior points via our SSICA App and we hear
students tell their peers to lead like a lobo around campus. 

With the support of our leadership students, we look forward to kicking off our Lobos LEAD
spirit week at the beginning of September as well as our grand opening of the Little O store

where students can use their positive behavior points. 

Lobos LEAD



#CONTINUETHECLIMB

 

Marking the text using different colors can help with reading comprehension! By
assigning different highlighter colors to pieces of text such as important info,

questions, vocabulary, connections and proof/evidence, you can save time when
summarizing your text by only re-reading what you already highlighted. 

 

Color Coding your Notes

Examples of Color Coding 

Parent   Student   Advocate 
Study Tips 

#LOBOSLEADTHEWAYTOTHETOP



#CONTINUETHECLIMB
Pastries with Parents 

#LOBOSLEADTHEWAYTOTHETOP

Volleybal
l

Let's
Go

Lobos!

Lobos in the Classroom



#CONTINUETHECLIMB

Club Fair

#LOBOSLEADTHEWAYTOTHETOP


